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Correction to: Communications Physics https://doi.org/10.1038/s42005-023-01355-1, published online 16 September 2023.

A few incorrect expressions were erroneously published in the original version of the manuscript. There have now been corrected in
both the HTML and PDF version.

Page 2, second paragraph of the introduction: in the second item point “(ii) Acharyya and Amriktar26,27 generalized the approach” the
word “generalized” has been substituted with “extended”, and the sentence now reads “(ii) Acharyya and Amriktar26,27 extended the
approach”.

Page 2, third paragraph of the introduction: the text in the brackets, “(instead of a single eigenvalue)” has been changed to “(instead of
individual eigenvalues)”.

Page 3, just above Equation 4a, the “and” has been removed and the pronoun “we” has been added to correct the English sentence, so
that the sentence “….on the right by (V ⊗ I) and obtain” now reads “…on the right by (V ⊗ I), we obtain”.
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